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A&mct. The nit ra k& of an iJxidencu algebra we determined. The prime ide31 structure of 
the a&$br:~ and the unbwndedncss of the underlying p&al order are r&ted, leading to a notion 
of tcrpcrtqical @nd for ordered sew. 
1. lntroductisn 
Incidence algebras of partially ordered sets were introduced in the 
faondamentsl paper [ 41 as a context for studying generatir?g funetiont; 
Mcm recerrtly, their a 8 yl.tipzrties were studied in [ 21. Implicit in 
the latter paper was the probiem of relating the ring structure of the in- 
cidenee algebra 40 the structure of the underlying partially ordered set.. 
Problems of this nature have been studied relative to discrete group alge- 
benefit both to noncommutative ring theory and infinite group 
Ifs paper is written to suggest hat a similar program for inci- 
dence algebras might be valuable. 
This paper opens by characterizing the nil radicals of incidence alge- 
bras. As a by-product, all algebraic incidence algebras are found. More 
important, these theorems lead to a classification of priAme ideals. A con- 
nection between tEre ometry of the Hasse diagram of the ordering and 
nice primes arises fro an attempt to make the classification more expli- 
cit. These ideas are used in the last section to obtain a characterization 
0 cidence algebras with finitely ma y minimal non-closed ptimes. 
e begin with the inevitable revie f definiti$ons. 
Suppose 1p is a set tric, transitive relation G. P is 
I [a, b ] in P is finite. (Some authors use 
b0tancdedd if there is a positive integer 
al G ._. G dilv is strict. 
equipped with tlhz an~~syrn 
F’iv an interval-finite paraialty ordej*ed set t? 1 c 
hat every ring has a unique maximal tlil ideal, often cajled t;he 
e first she 
than the number o 
: B is nil. &etfE: 13. There is an integer N larger 
ts in any strict chain in supp j: Thus if (a, b j E P2, 
has a factor j&S _yi+t b for which either C:Ui, xi+ 1) 4 SUPP f or .ri = -Xi+ I ; in 
either case, f(xj, xjf 1 ) = 0. That is, f;“\! = Cl. 
We now prove the stronger esult that every nil right ideal of l is in 
Supposej7 is nil and J’4 B. Certait:ly, f’E J_ We construct a sequence 
B. 
of points in P y the following algorithm: choose (Qr i, b, i j E supp f ar- 
bitrarily. Suppost: we have completed str.!p 81. By intervat finiteness there 
are only finitely many poin”cs of P in the union of the intervals 
y tke 
such that 
Ii .Q. b,, I to I+,, /?,*I t.~ l .e w ICI,,, b,,l- 
c 
tsnbixmdedztess of supp f’ there is a #:hain in supp f 
I 
%+i,l~ b n+l 1 Ij< %+~ 2’ b,+l 2)< l **< @,,+l N-l-1 brr+l n*lj . , I , 
no point of the aforementionelzi union is in the interv4 fa,+1,,19 
b n+l n+l]. We wift also write this sequence tt, tZ, 03, ..-, where we list in 
the order~zr r, 6, ll, azl, hzl, a227 etc. 
ess 
SimilarBy, we define a function r : 
is identically zero. But consider aIIOHX soi summand of 
If J is nil, then the support of $4 is bounded by Theorem 2.2. 
({ is the function which is identically 1 on I@.) This is equivalent to say- 
ing P is bounded. The rest of the theorem is rasy and left to the reader. l 
nite. 7’hen I(P)JJ is isomorphic to tk inlfinite 
of F. Since a olynomial over a kid has 
e product is algebraic only 
1iesJis nil [3, 
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(-) if P is finitr:, then Z(P) is tii*\ite dimensional over F and so is alge- 
braic. If P is bounded and F’ = (q :, a2, *.*, a& then by Theorem 2.3, 3tz 
with P = 0. Thus every element of I(F) satisfies 
k--qlx--u~) . . . (x-a$” = 0. 
One can prove Ian a similar manner that I(P) satisfies a poIynomia1 
d on@ if P is bounded. 
In this section we begin to classify the p ime ideals in I(P). &q&t, how- 
ever, we determine the lower nil radilzai of 1. Also known as the prime ra- 
dical, it is the intersection of all of the prime ideals of PI. 
Proof. Since tihe lower nil radical is ni ,I it is contained ln B by T1re:ore.m 
2.2. A familiar calculation shows that if jE B, thenfl is nilpoten:. How- 
ever, the lower nil radical contains all nilpotent ideals f 3, p. 194 1. The 
second statement of the theorem fol ows from standard arguments. 
We say that an ideal in I(P) is cle~sa if its closure is all of b(P). The 
ideal of ait functions in I with fLtite support, denoted D, is a dense ideal. 
Notice that D n S c B. 
Lemma 3.2. A rt ideal H irz I(P) is dense ijjf’ 0 c M. - 
Proof. If H is dense, then c is in the &xure of W. Thus there is a net ;vJ 
with fn E H such that fn -+ 5. Since F tras the discrete topology, conver- 
gence implies that V(rr, bj E P2, 33’;, 6: H so that j&z, b) := 1. By (t), 
x(b, b) = &a, b) ’ M* si e .D is the set of finite linear combina- 
racteristic functions, 6; W. The other direction is immedi- 
ate. 
the catculati~on of Lemta?a 3.2, 
ea~ck a CE P is dense. Thtis, if H is 
x an tit E P with x(a,aj 4 
f is sucl~ tthat g(a, a) = Q, then 
Let 
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where x is the complement of 
ET andS(n=A i 
)-BE9.IfA,BE9,theni 
E 9 by primality. 
a finite subset of P, 
s in the theorem. D~efme 
E 9. Obviously, J c UT . If 
is a filter,, f-g E U, . ff Ir E 1, then 
U.3 is an ideal. It is dense by Lemma 3.2. 
y of ultrafilters, ane of z se two sets is in 9; that is, h E’& 
E Uq . 1Yl~1s rC, is prime in the s ng$st possible sense. 
dently the closed primes and the primes containing 9 yield nc> i n- 
~~~~~ti~~ about the ordering P; it is the unaccounted .primes whick are 
~n~er~st~ng~ “‘The author believes that hese primes measure how the Hasse 
dkigram of P “goes off to infinity’“. Ite next section gives evidence fix 
this notion in a characterization of incidence algebras with finitely many 
mintal dense primes. 
exist, we say the number is infinite. It is t~seM to keep in mind a gee- 
metric picture of a my in the Passe dia ram of P. S has an infinite chain 
sing out in one riireztiun and any two <such chain interwine. Thus the 
number of rays cmmts thee number of *~~~ff~~~~t~~ ire&xi Chains going 
aff to infinity. This mmlber is related &O but does mut always 
tfse number of to uk&A ends of the ~+-*aph @tx, c.g., 1: 1 t pp 
fm instancq . 
has one end but two rays. 
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ai E p and that thel*e is SOme _yi E p wit& 
G bi and (xi, &)E s p f: The convexity :)f rays causes 
ff7 (pXp) for i = 1,2,. 
g * j) are bounded. 
+ D C U by the results of the pre- 
F forces f E U. That is, U = M(p). 
The proof of the last th t arouse the reader’s uspicion that 
too many infinite chains appear when ray exist. However, 
roof. We first show that every infinite subset of P is unbounded. hdeed, 
suppose T s P is infinite and ounded. Since there are infinit,ely many 
ultrafilters 9 3n T cantaining ts cofinite subsets, we wiH1 have coras;lruc- 
ted infinitely many minimal dense primes if we show that UT is a mini- 
mal dense prime. uppose I3 is a dense prime inside Urr . If f E UT , then 
0) E 9. aA e U, because Q $9. Fix g E 1’(P). Then 
0, Vu E kg. If (q, 6, ) < (422, b2) < ..- < (a,, bn) is a 
chain in supp(f rlr g 4 S,), then bi E I’ and L?, < 6, < . . . < b, Ss a chain 
in T. Since chains in T art: bounded, .f 4: g ok &A E B C, H so f e H by prim- 
ality. Thus IX7 is minimal. 
Suppsse r is an infinite subset of P with no infinite chain. B 
ragraph there are chains C,, C2, . . . . CP, . . . in T with mini 
X points dB and II, res;~ctive”iy, such that Cn has at least n points 
in 7’ and no element sf T is larger thlsrt U, or sma!kr than c!~. If there are 
infinitely many distinct u,, then WC~ of them would be comparable by 
the first pzlragraph. This contradicts rnaximalty. Arguing similarly on d,, 
ume that q, u2, . . . . trk and d, 5 . . . -, dk include ah extcmal 
[c$, q] is finite by interval finikness. This contradicts the 
C;i is infinitle and contra ine in this union of intervals. 
as 
< x2 < . 
the collection of all convlex subsets or P containing x0, infinitely many 
elements of X, and contained in the IGC~WX closure of our fixed chain. 
e claim that if . . . ~IJ A, ,z Aa+l 2 &.. is a descending chain of elements 
3n C? s then CIA, E @ . The: intersection s;k~arIy contains x0 and is convex. 
There are nOI infinite descending chai ial A, since x0 is its unique mi- 
nimal element and P is interval finite ILL; if CIA, contains only finitely 
many ekmenls of X, we zan choose ar -: X tl A, min.imaJ, with respect 
to being outside 47A,. %f ,(tc,) is finite, %x 3fl such that no td!t, isin A,; 
but 14~ E A,. If (11,) is infinite, then at L.:a >t -vo members are compara- 
Me btf the chain a.ssumtption. Rut x6 < a: , < ufi implies U, E A, by con- 
vex& contradicting m imality. We co&~de that f”lA, EC? . By Zorn”s 
lemma there is a minim element k1 E C-Z 
By the chain assgmption there is &II :LI Q&e chain x0 < yr < y2 < . . . 
in X IT A. The cowex closure of this chin is A by minimality. We show 




If not, then for some fixed j there IS a.: SrCte :;et 2 z pi n A so that 
32 E Z with z ? yn. Choost :ri E 2 with z1 > yi. Since zt E ~4, 
3~9, with yr < z1 < y,. Choose z2 E 7 G.~: ?2 > y,. + <‘y, < z2 implies 
y, E pi 13~ the conwxi by of rqys. TYs ~:oj.~L*;d~ts yr E X. 
Finahy , we define R to 3e r:he CON :x ciosxe of _yN C yN+I < . . . and 
prove that it is a ra;y of P in X. (This ~4, of course, provide the ultimate 
contradiction.) wE R n (I,&,+ * w E ,t~ IT (I,&) * \v > 3fN and w 3?;, 
us R C, X. We show the ray pra,7yerbiy: suppose s f R and T is an in- 
f”nik subset of R. L.et B be ihle convex closure of x0 and T. B C, A and 
B E @ implies B: = A. Thus ,s E A Emplks s E B. Since s # x0, 3 P E T 
ith I ~1 t by the definition off convex closure. 
We axrive at lehe major Creorem of this section. 
h.as finitek many minimal dense primes, then it has a finit: 0 
leorem e chain property by 
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Suppose 
is a maximum (or 
infinite chains and p, , p2, . . . . pk 
m~.te~F: disjoint set of rays in P, 
rs., h!(pk) is a compkte kt of mini- 
for i = 1 3 l ..3 k and J = ~aeupi xta @). , 
its if PI is any dense prime, there is a 
oaf of minimality in Theo -em 4.1 
We are now ir a position to make the conjectures of the previous ec- 
tion more precise. Let r be the Hasse diagram of any interval-finite par- 
tial: ordering t? If G is a subset of I”, then the ctsboundary of C, written 
aC, is the set of edges in I” with one vertex in G’ and one vertex outside 
sf G. Regarding these ed es as element! of P2, we can speak of 3G being 
bounded. If A denotes symmetric iffei-ence, then a(G; A G2) C aG1 U iG2 
implies that (G cl: P: aG is bounde is 3 Z2-vector space under the addi- 
tion A. Moreover, {C C, P: C is bounded) is a subspace. The quotient of 
these spaces is e “cohomoiogy group” fiO (P; 25,). Notice that if the 
word “bounde ” is replaced in our definitions by “finite”, then 
dim p(r; Z2) 4s precisely the number ;,f toptilogical ends of l?; we have 
defined an ordered analogue. We make the following conjecture. 
oaf. We assume pl, p2, . . . . &+k isa maGmum set of disjoint rays 0FP. 
3pi is bounded. Indeed, if (a,, a2) (b,, b2) < (cl, c2) is a chain ic api, 
then one of the b, is outside of pi. owever, that vertex is bounded 
above and below by an element of pin contradicting the convexity of 
We conclude that .E is the symmetric difference of th*Dse pi with E n pi 
infinite, module 21 finitle set. By Lamma. 
P(P; z, ). 
.3, E is the SUlst, Of those pi in 
Il.& Cohe1!1, Groups ofCutnomolc~~cal Dime~nrsts,~o ‘ale, Lecture Notes iw &th. 
&rlin, 1972). 
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